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Fossil Poetry provides the first book-length overview of
the place of Anglo-Saxon in nineteenth-century poetry in
English. It addresses the use and role of Anglo-Saxon as a
resource by Romantic and Victorian poets in their own
compositions, as well as the construction and 'invention'
of Anglo-Saxon in and by nineteenth-century poetry.
Fossil Poetry takes its title from a famous passage on
'early' language in the essays of Ralph Waldo Emerson,
and uses the metaphor of the fossil to contextualize poetic
Anglo-Saxonism within the developments that had been
taking place in the fields of geology, palaeontology, and
the evolutionary life sciences since James Hutton's
apprehension of 'deep time' in his 1788 Theory of the
Earth. Fossil Poetry argues that two, roughly consecutive
phases of poetic Anglo-Saxonism took place over the
course of the nineteenth century: firstly, a phase of
'constant roots' whereby Anglo-Saxon is constructed to
resemble, and so to legitimize a tradition of English
Romanticism conceived as essential and unchanging;
secondly, a phase in which the strangeness of many of the
'extinct' philological forms of early English is
acknowledged, and becomes concurrent with a desire to
recover and recuperate the fossils of Anglo-Saxon within
contemporary English poetry. The volume advances new
readings of work by a variety of poets including Walter
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Scott, Henry Longfellow, William Wordsworth, William
Barnes, Walt Whitman, Ralph Waldo Emerson, William
Morris, Alfred Tennyson, and Gerard Hopkins.
While there is little evidence of formal rhetorical
instruction in Anglo-Saxon England, traditional Old
English poetry clearly shows the influence of Latin
rhetoric. Verse and Virtuosity demonstrates how Old
English poets imitated and adapted the methods of Latin
literature, and, in particular, the works of the Christian
Latin authors they had studied at school. It is the first fulllength study to look specifically at what Old English poets
working in a Latinate milieu attempted to do with the
schemes and figures they found in their sources. Janie
Steen argues that, far from sterile imitation, the
inventiveness of Old English poets coupled with the
constraints of vernacular verse produced a vital and
markedly different kind of poetry. Highlighting a selection
of Old English poetic translations of Latin texts, she
considers how the translators responded to the challenge
of adaptation, and shows how the most accomplished,
such as Cynewulf, absorb Latin rhetoric into their own
style and blend the two traditions into verse of great
virtuosity. With its wide-ranging discussion of texts and
rhetorical figures, this book can serve as an introduction
to Old English poetic composition and style. Verse and
Virtuosity, will be of considerable interest to AngloSaxonists, linguists, and those studying rhetorical
traditions.
A study of maxims - what they are, why and when they are
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used - based on detailed investigation of issues, texts and
formulas.
Featuring numerous updates and additional anthology
selections, the 3rd edition of Introduction to Old English
confirms its reputation as a leading text designed to help
students engage with Old English literature for the first
time. A new edition of one of the most popular
introductions to Old English Assumes no expertise in
other languages or in traditional grammar Includes basic
grammar reviews at the beginning of each major chapter
and a “minitext” feature to aid students in practicing
reading Old English Features updates and several new
anthology readings, including King Alfred’s Preface to
Gregory’s Pastoral Care
Library of Congress Subject Headings
A Reference Guide for English Studies
mit einem Glossar
Aspects of knowledge
The Influence of G. R. Russom
New Readings in the Vercelli Book
Ideas about the human mind are culturally specific
and over time vary in form and prominence. The
Life of the Mind in Old English Poetry presents the
first extensive exploration of Anglo-Saxon beliefs
about the mind and how these views informed Old
English poetry. It identifies in this poetry a
particular cultural focus on the mental world and
formulates a multivalent model of the mind behind
it, as the seat of emotions, the site of temptation,
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the container of knowledge, and a heroic weapon.
The Life of the Mind in Old English Poetry treats a
wide range of Old English literary genres (in the
context of their Latin sources and analogues where
applicable) in order to discover how ideas about
the mind shape the narrative, didactic, and
linguistic design of poetic discourse. Particular
attention is paid to the rich and slippery vernacular
vocabulary for the mind which suggests a special
interest in the subject in Old English poetry. The
book argues that Anglo-Saxon poets were acutely
conscious of mental functions and perceived the
psychological basis not only of the cognitive world,
but also of the emotions and of the spiritual life.
Edition, translation and full critical study of a
hitherto marginalised text, bringing it to full
attention for the first time.
Daniel Donoghue shows how the earliest readers of
Old English poems deployed a unique set of skills
that enabled them to navigate a daunting task with
apparent ease.
R.M. Liuzza’s Broadview edition of Beowulf was
published at almost exactly the same time as
Seamus Heaney’s; in reviewing the two together in
July 2000 for The New York Review of Books, Frank
Kermode concluded that both translations were
superior to their predecessors, and that it was
impossible to choose between the two: “the less
celebrated translator can be matched with the
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famous one,” he wrote, and “Liuzza’s book is in
some respects more useful than Heaney’s.” Ever
since, the Liuzza Beowulf has remained among the
top sellers on the Broadview list. With this volume
readers will now be able to enjoy a much broader
selection of Old English poetry in translations by
Liuzza. As the collection demonstrates, the range
and diversity of the works that have survived is
extraordinary—from heartbreaking sorrow to wideeyed wonder, from the wisdom of old age to the
hot blood of battle, and to the deepest and most
poignant loneliness. There is breathless storytelling
and ponderous cataloguing; there is fervent
religious devotion and playful teasing. The poems
translated here are meant to provide a sense of
some of this range and diversity; in doing so they
also offer significant portions of three of the
important manuscripts of Old English poetry—the
Vercelli Book, the Junius Manuscript, and the Exeter
Book.
Key Concepts in Medieval Literature
Complete Old English
The Textuality of Old English Poetry
John the Baptist's Prayer, Or, 'The Descent Into
Hell' from the Exeter Book
Old English Verse
Old English Poems
A theoretical reading of the textuality of
Old English poetry.
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Poetry written in English is uniquely
powerful and suggestive in its capacity to
surprise, unsettle, shock, console, and move.
The Cambridge History of English Poetry
offers sparklingly fresh and dynamic readings
of an extraordinary range of poets and poems
from Beowulf to Alice Oswald. An
international team of experts explores how
poets in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland
use language and to what effect, examining
questions of form, tone, and voice; they
comment, too, on how formal choices are
inflected by the poet's time and place. The
Cambridge History of English Poetry is the
most comprehensive and authoritative history
of the field from early medieval times to the
present. It traces patterns of continuity,
transformation, transition, and development.
Covering a remarkable array of poets and
poems, and featuring an extensive
bibliography, the scope and depth of this
major work of reference make it required
reading for anyone interested in poetry.
New Readings in the Vercelli Book addresses
central questions concerning the manuscript's
intended use, mode of compilation, and
purpose, and offers a variety of approaches
on such topics as orthography, style, genre,
theme, and source-study.
This general study of Early Anglo-Saxon
writing and its background suggests why the
motif of light and darkness is so prevalent
in Old English (OE) poetry. A thorough survey
of research in Germanic mythology and
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overviews of such fields as runology, placename studies, and archeology precede a
sweeping study of OE prose. After
establishing the socio-cultural context
(historical method), the occurrence of the
motif in OE poetry is examined on an
intrinsic basis. Recent research in Oral
Formulaic Theory is discussed and a major
revision suggested. The book closes with an
analysis of OE poetry and new interpretation
of some OE poems.
Old English and Middle English Poetry
Old English Wisdom Poetry
How the Anglo-Saxons Read Their Poems
Old English Poetry: An Anthology
Preserving and reinventing traditions of
learning in the Middle Ages
Verse and Virtuosity
Key Concepts in Medieval Literature introduces students
to the major authors, themes and genres of the English
Middle Ages. These are discussed in concise focused
essays, accompanied by summaries and
recommendations for further reading, highlighting the
need to see texts in context, both historically and
linguistically.
This edited collection explores how knowledge was
preserved and reinvented in the Middle Ages. Rather than
focusing on a historical period or specific cultural and
historical events, it eschews traditional categories of
periodisation and discipline, establishing connections
and cross-sections between different departments of
knowledge. The essays cover the period from the eighth
to the fifteenth centuries, examining the history of
science (computus, prognostication), the history of art,
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literature, theology (homilies, prayers, hagiography,
contemplative texts), music, historiography and
geography. Aspects of knowledge is aimed at an
academic readership, including advanced undergraduate
and postgraduate students, as well as specialists in
medieval literature, history of science, history of
knowledge, geography, theology, music, philosophy,
intellectual history, history of language and material
culture.
From the riddling song of a bawdy onion that moves
between kitchen and bedroom to the thrilling account of
Beowulf's battle with a treasure-hoarding dragon, from
the heart-rending lament of a lone castaway to the
embodied speech of the cross upon which Christ was
crucified, from the anxiety of Eve, who carries "a
sumptuous secret in her hands / And a tempting truth
hidden in her heart," to the trust of Noah who builds "a
sea-floater, a wave-walking / Ocean-home with rooms for
all creatures," the world of the Anglo-Saxon poets is a
place of harshness, beauty, and wonder. Now for the first
time, the entire Old English poetic corpus—including
poems and fragments discovered only within the past
fifty years—is rendered into modern strong-stress,
alliterative verse in a masterful translation by Craig
Williamson. Accompanied by an introduction by noted
medievalist Tom Shippey on the literary scope and vision
of these timeless poems and Williamson's own
introductions to the individual works and his essay on
translating Old English poetry, the texts transport us
back to the medieval scriptorium or ancient mead-hall, to
share a herdsman's recounting of the story of the world's
creation or a people's sorrow at the death of a beloved
king, to be present at the clash of battle or to puzzle over
the sacred and profane answers to riddles posed over a
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thousand years ago. This is poetry as stunning in its
vitality as it is true to its sources. Were Williamson's
idiom not so modern, we might think that the AngloSaxon poets had taken up the lyre again and begun to
sing once more.
Biographical note: Ewald Standop ist Professor emeritus
für Anglistik der Julius-Maximilians-Universität,
Würzburg.
Old English Lexicology and Lexicography
Fossil Poetry
Early English Poetic Culture and Meter
The Aesthetics of the Familiar in Anglo-Saxon England
The Fetters in the Frost
The Composition of Old English Poetry
This 'prosodical' syntax is intended to replace the famous syntactic
laws of Hans Kuhn through its greater accuracy and wider range of
application.
This review of the critical reception of Old English literature from
1900 to the present moves beyond a focus on individual literary texts
so as to survey the different schools, methods, and assumptions that
have shaped the discipline. Examines the notable works and authors
from the period, including Beowulf, the Venerable Bede, heroic
poems, and devotional literature Reinforces key perspectives with
excerpts from ten critical studies Addresses questions of medieval
literacy, textuality, and orality, as well as style, gender, genre, and
theme Embraces the interdisciplinary nature of the field with
reference to historical studies, religious studies, anthropology, art
history, and more
This book translates and comments on a selection of Old English
poems that modern scholars identify as “wisdom” texts. These comprise
collections of maxims, philosophical and cosmological speculation,
and historical meditation. Composed by monastic authors from the
ninth to the eleventh centuries, they mingle orthodox Christian beliefs
with pre-Christian sensibilities embedded in the linguistic texture of
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Anglo-Saxon verse itself. Their preoccupation with how the human
psyche responds to the challenges of incarnate life in space and time
lends them a wide-ranging interest for students of medieval religion,
social history, and psychology. Many are superb poems in their own
right, whose quality the translations here serve to communicate to
modern readers. The book’s commentaries engage sympathetically
with patterns of thought and imagination both remote from us in time
and yet strangely familiar.
Inside Old English: Essays in Honour of Bruce Mitchell offers readers
a comprehensive insight into the world of Old English. Brings together
original essays written by prominent specialists in the field in honour
of Bruce Mitchell, the eminent Oxford scholar and co-author of the
bestselling A Guide to Old English, 6th edition Encourages readers to
engage with the literary, cultural, intellectual, religious and historical
contexts of Old English texts Explores the problems scholars face in
interpreting and editing Old English texts Contributors provide
authoritative and informative perspectives, drawing out connections
between different contexts and pointing readers towards the essential
secondary literature for each topic
Essays in Honour of Bruce Mitchell
Anglo-Saxon and Linguistic Nativism in Nineteenth-Century Poetry
Inside Old English
Old English Literature
The Cambridge Companion to Old English Literature
Style, Form, History

A new approach to the study of Old English
Poetry, featuring close reading of the
text, its form and style.
What makes one Anglo-Saxon poem better
than another? Why does Beowulf still have
the power to move us after so many
centuries? What might have been
aesthetically pleasing to Old English
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readers and writers of poetry? While there
is an apparent consensus by scholars on a
core of poems considered to be exceptional
literary achievements - Beowulf, Judith,
the Vercelli book - there has been little
systematic investigation of the basis for
these appraisals. With new essays on
rhetoric, wordplay, meter, structure,
irony, form, psychology, ethos, and reader
response, the contributors to this
collection aim to find objective aesthetic
qualities in Anglo-Saxon poetry. Posing
questions of quality and beauty as
discoverable in artefacts, On the
Aesthetics of Beowulf and Other Old
English Poems significantly advances our
understanding not only of aesthetics and
Old English poetry, but also of Old
English attitudes towards literature as an
art form.
Seventh-century Gaelic law-tracts
delineate professional poets (filid) who
earned high social status through formal
training. These poets cooperated with the
Church to create an innovative bilingual
intellectual culture in Old Gaelic and
Latin. Bede described Anglo-Saxon students
who availed themselves of free education
in Ireland at this culturally dynamic
time. Gaelic scholars called sapientes
(“wise ones”) produced texts in Old Gaelic
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and Latin that demonstrate how Anglo-Saxon
students were influenced by contact with
Gaelic ecclesiastical and secular
scholarship. Seventh-century Northumbria
was ruled for over 50 years by Gaelicspeaking kings who could access Gaelic
traditions. Gaelic literary traditions
provide the closest analogues for Bede’s
description of Cædmon’s production of Old
English poetry. This ground-breaking study
displays the transformations created by
the growth of vernacular literatures and
bilingual intellectual cultures. Gaelic
missionaries and educational opportunities
helped shape the Northumbrian “Golden
Age”, its manuscripts, hagiography, and
writings of Aldhelm and Bede.
Ideal for students, this collection of
fifteen specially commissioned essays
covers all aspects of Anglo-Saxon
literature from 600-1066.
A Broadview Anthology of British
Literature Edition
The Complete Old English Poems
Maxims in Old English Poetry
Light and Darkness in Anglo-Saxon Thought
and Writing
Companion to Old English Poetry
The Shapes of Early English Poetry

Originally published in 1977, Old English and Middle English
Poetry provides a historical approach to English poetry. The
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book examines the conditions out of which poetry grew and
argues that the functions that it was assigned are historically
integral to an informed understanding of the nature of poetry.
The book aims to relate poems to the intellectual and formal
traditions by which they are shaped and given their being.
This book will be of interest to students and academics
studying or working in the fields of literature and history alike.
This companion contains original essays by scholars in
Britain, the United States, Canada and the Netherlands. In
addition to general surveys on the nature of old English
poetry and its material context, there are detailed discussions
and interpretations of individuals poems: ''Beowulf'' in its
Germanic and Christian backgrounds, ''The Wanderer'' and
''The Seafarer'' as wisdom poetry, ''The Dream of the Rood''
and the related religious poetry, the shorter heroic poems, the
personal lyric, Biblical narrative poetry, saints' lives and
riddles and maxims. The purpose in each case is to stimulate
a critical engagement by providing a literary approach and
some historical context.
Bibliography and guide to scholarly literature on the genre of
Old English wisdom poetry.
Essays demonstrating how the careful study of individual
words can shed immense light on texts more broadly.
A Guide to Criticism with Selected Readings
On the Aesthetics of Beowulf and Other Old English Poems
The Adaptation of Latin Rhetoric in Old English Poetry
Translated Into the Original Meter, Together with Short
Selections from Old English Prose
A Comprehensive Guide to Reading and Understanding Old
English, with Original Texts
Reading Old English Wisdom

This volume develops G. R. Russom's contributions to early
English meter and style, including his fundamental reworkings
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and rethinkings of accepted and oft-repeated mantras,
including his word-foot theory, concern for the late medieval
context for alliterative meter, and the linguistics of
punctuation and translation as applied to Old English texts.
Ten eminent scholars from across the field take up Russom's
ideas to lead readers in new and exciting directions.
This volume contributes to the study of early English poetics.
In these essays, several related approaches and fields of study
radiate outward from poetics, including stylistics, literary
history, word studies, gender studies, metrics, and textual
criticism. By combining and redirecting these traditional
scholarly methods, as well as exploring newer ones such as
object-oriented ontology and sound studies, these essays
demonstrate how poetry responds to its intellectual, literary,
and material contexts. The contributors propose to connect the
small (syllables, words, and phrases) to the large (histories,
emotions, faiths, secrets). In doing so, they attempt to work
magic on the texts they consider: turning an ordinary word
into something strange and new, or demonstrating texture,
difference, and horizontality where previous eyes had
perceived only smoothness, sameness, and verticality.
This product is most effective when used in conjunction with
the corresponding double CD. - You can purchase the book
and double CD as a pack (ISBN: 9781444104196)@font-face
{ }p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal { margin:
0cm 0cm 0.0001pt; font-size: 12pt; font-family: ""Times New
Roman""; }div.Section1 { page: Section1; } - The double CD is
also sold separately (ISBN: 9781444104202) Learn Old
English (Anglo-Saxon) with this best-selling course from
Teach Yourself - the No. 1 brand in language learning.
Equally suited to general reader, historian and student of
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literature, this new edition teaches vocabulary and grammar
through original texts, with audio support, traces the roots of
modern English words, and explores the Anglo-Saxon cultural
context through poems, prose and historical documents. Learn
effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page design and
interactive features: NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One-, five- and
ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started.
AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common
problems and quick tips for success, based on the author's
many years of experience. GRAMMAR TIPS Easy-to-follow
building blocks to give you a clear understanding. USEFUL
VOCABULARY Easy to find and learn, to build a solid
foundation for understanding. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the
book and online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND
YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles to give you a
richer understanding of the culture and history of Anglo-Saxon
England.
This book examines descriptions of the natural world in a wide
range of Old English poetry. Jennifer Neville describes the
physical conditions experienced by the Anglo-Saxons - the
animals, diseases, landscapes, seas and weather with which
they had to contend. She argues that poetic descriptions of
these elements were not a reflection of the existing physical
conditions but a literary device used by Anglo-Saxons to
define more important issues: the state of humanity, the
creation and maintenance of society, the power of individuals,
the relationship between God and creation and the power of
writing to control information. Examples of contemporary
literature in other languages are used to provide a sense of
Old English poetry's particular approach, which incorporated
elements from Germanic, Christian and classical sources. The
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result of this approach was not a consistent cosmological
scheme but a rather contradictory vision which reveals much
about how the Anglo-Saxons viewed themselves.
Old English Poetics
The Cambridge History of English Poetry
The Life of the Mind in Old English Poetry
Introduction to Old English
eine Textauswahl mit Einleitung, Übersetzung, Kommentar
und Glossar
Beowulf
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